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Brand: Schmidt
Mat.-Nr.: 1352866-7
Year of manufacture: 2010
Serialnumber: 3372787
Running hours: 6,472 h
Mileage: 88,116 km
Condition: Class 3
Location: Poland 

25-650 Kielce

Price: On request

Used machines offer 

MAN TGM 18.250 SK 700 - Sweeper SK700

Offer number: UM3099280

The SK 700 is an especially powerful and efficient truck-mounted sweeper. It boasts outstan-
ding suction power, a large 7m³ hopper, and a high water volume for long sweeping distances 
and maximum efficiency.
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Specification

X181507004 SK SK700 DUAL/X sweeper with 7m3 brush container

X281181015
Additional (own) fuel tank, approx. 130 l, mounted in the engine compart-

ment of the sweeper

X281181095
MB Diesel 4-cylinder drive engine, Type 904 LA, Euromot IIIa emissions, 

power 75 kW at 1950 rpm

X281135025 Additional frame for mounting the spreader

X281140030
SILENT Plus soundproofing package - lining in the engine compartment, 
made of noise-absorbing, non-flammable mats. Outside noise below Lwa 

100 dB (A) acc. EC/2000/14/EC

X281181005
Pneumatic coupling between drive motor and blower (only available for 

bodies with auxiliary motor - not for hydraulic variant)

X281182005 Pneumatic cylinder for lifting the trolley

X281182055
System for adjusting the inclination angle of the disc brushes from the 

driver‘s cabin

X281182195 Sweeping unit on the right telescopically extendable by 250 mm

X281182105 Protection for the hydraulic motor of the disc brush

X281182065 2 spotlights on the sweeping unit to illuminate the working area

X281182110
Protection of the hydraulic motor driving the roller brush against damage 

in the event of hitting an obstacle

X281182125 Cylindrical brush lock pneumatic system

X281182190 Special lining inside the intake duct

X281183015 Street washing system mounted under bumper with standard pump

X281183030 Turbine cleaning water connection with shut-off valve

X281183095
High pressure washer 15l/min, 100 bar with light lance and 15m of hose 

reeled automatically

X281184090 Steel cable outside the dustbin for activating the sieve

X281184100 Warning beeper in the cab when the dustbin is raised

X281182155 Installation for simultaneous sweeping and suction on both sides

Disassembly supports for building the sweeper 4 pcs.
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